The Pendu VS-1 Vertical Pallet Board Stacker is designed and manufactured to perform more work with less movement than other stackers on the market. By stacking several boards vertically before moving them into position for placement, the VS-1 increases efficiency — while minimizing the number of moving parts. With the VS-1 you get a machine that works faster, requires less maintenance and provides a higher level of reliability.

**Specifications**

- **Length**: 23’
- **Width**: 8’ 3”
- **Max. Board Length**: 72”
- **Max. Board Thickness**: 1½”
- **Min. Board Thickness**: 3/8”
- **Rate**: Up to 200 boards per minute

**More yield. Less movement.**

Boards move to an overhead holding rack before being placed on top of the stack. Finished stacks are easily accessed prior to movement to the next work station.